
Clearer references – 
less confusion  
Your business

Our solution

Enter and align position numbers in the IGEL 
editor. There are different formats and colors 
available for your callouts.

Zoom in on individual areas in the graphic using 
the IGEL magnifying function.

Callouts are automatically incorporated into the 
publication's image legends and text.

+ + +  New in COSIMA  + + +  IGEL, the integrated callout editor

IGEL

You use illustrations in your documentation to present facts in a way that is easily under-
standable, and you want to establish relationships between the images and the text, quickly 
and easily. For this reason, you are looking for a standard product with an integrated callout 
editor that meets all of your requirements.

Using IGEL, the new graphics tool in COSIMA, you can directly enter position numbers into the 
Component Content Management System and then align, move, delete and copy them. Existing 
images without callout information can also be transformed into IGEL images during the editing 
process to be ‘igled’. In order to set position numbers precisely, just zoom in and out of opened 
images. Image legends are automatically generated using the callout information.

Fig. 1: IGEL graphic

1   Air filter (top)    
2   Air filter (sideward)    
3   Fan wheel

  Check the top air filter  1  and the 
sideward air filters 2   regularly.
   .1

2.    Re-adjust the fan wheel  3  ...



 DOCUFY is a leading software manufacturer and service provider for multi-level
documentation systems.

Using our software solutions for technical documentation as a basis, we have developed
a product chain that leverages the potential of your content on every level. We provide
solutions that are optimally tailored to your documentation process to allow your technical
documentation to make the greatest possible contribution to the success of your company.
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